
 All Momma Bold

Our All Momma Bold Package gives new parents a chance to combine all three of Tiny Bear 
Photography's services in one. This is one of our popular packages. This package includes the 
following, Maternity Birth and Newborn sessions all in one. 

Maternity sessions should be scheduled between seven and nine months of pregnancy. Usually we try 
and schedule these sessions during the golden hours. Birth Sessions need a due date to be booked, 
along with written permission from Attending Midwife, or Obstetrician (form is included in the 
contract) that ensures photographer can attend. Newborn sessions should be scheduled under fourteen 
days old, however we prefer our littles' to be photographed under ten days. 

Among this package of service you also receive the following: 
• 8 wallets-Lustre 
• 1 5x7- Lustre, Pearl, Matte, Metallic
• 1 8x10- Lustre, Pearl, Matte, Metallic
• 1 11x14- Lustre, Pearl, Matte, Metallic 
• And everything that is included in all three original sessions

$895.00 includes $20.00 print package above (not including shipping) Package valued at $1,085.25.

A retainer of 50% needs to be paid in order for us to start scheduling your Momma Bold Package. 
Payment plans are offered for the remaining balances due, included in your contract. 

This package will be offered at a discounted rate of $675.00 to Cassandra Smith and Family.

As each sessions is scheduled, and occurs once images are edited they will be put on a proofing 
website. This proofing gallery will be available for ten days. For example, once the Maternity Session 
occurs, images will be edited and put on a proofing website. Where images can be purchased for print 
or prints/canvas can be ordered. 

Maternity and Newborn sessions do include 2 digital images each for client to pick out on the gallery. 
Client will receive a print release for those images, along with the ones client chooses to purchase. 
Birth Story does include 3 digital images available for download, along with a print release. Birth Story 
does come with a keepsake disc. It's at the clients choice to have a customized covered keepsake disc, 
which includes a photograph as the cover on the disc at an extra cost. 

Maternity and Newborn sessions do include a social sharing link, so client can socially share along the 
internet. These images will be watermarked. There will be a detailed contract to follow among this 
proposal. Please let me know if you have any questions at all. 




